QleanAir Adaptable cleanroom SOLUTIONS

A Cleanroom
Solution That
Fits Your
Needs Now
and Beyond

USP 797/800 & NAPRA Compliance

Turn-key products with guaranteed functionality. Our highly adaptable,
cost-effective solutions have short installation time, and provide a safe
and efficient environment for your pharmacy operation.
Adaptable cleanroom facilities for sterile compounding

– QleanSpace™
QleanSpace is a turn-key cleanroom with guaranteed functionality. Our highly adaptable solutions
have short installation time, and provide a safe and efficient environment for your pharmacy
operation.

Negative pressure Hazardous Drug storage

– QleanStore™
Hazardous Drug storage area, separate from other inventory to prevent contamination and
personnel exposure. QleanStore is a negative pressure room with at least 12 air changes per hour
(ACH) meeting USP 800 standards.

Pharmacy retrofit
QleanSpace will help you transform your existing pharmacy environment into a facility with USP, NAPRA
and GMP compliance. QleanSpace can be installed virtually anywhere, and is possible to move, expand or
otherwise alter. All exposed surfaces are nonporous and easy to clean. QleanSpace utilizes a flat design
with no protruding items. The flooring satisfies the strictest requirements for particle release behaviour,
helping to reduce any threat of contamination.
CONTINOUS Monitoring
QleanSpace constantly monitors the level of airborne particles, the pressure levels, the temperature and
humidity, and displays them on screen to make all data easily readable by the staff inside and outside the
area. Warning signals are issued at pre set levels when approaching the cleanroom rating limits.
RENTAL OPTION WITH Performance Guarantee
Our RPG (Rental with Performance Guarantee) rental option includes full service and maintenance, with a
full guarantee of the facility and its function with no upfront or start-up costs.
- Delivery and installation
- Regular preventive maintenance to ensure efficiency
- Regular audits to ensure regulatory compliance with ISO, USP and NAPRA certification standards

Affordability, Scalability, Relocatability,
and Compliance to Regulatory
Our Cleanrooms and Hazardous Drug storage areas
are in strict compliance with USP 797/800 and
NAPRA regulations. Whether you are an independent
compounder or a hospital pharmacy, our adaptable
clean rooms are optimised for your exact needs.
Scalability/Flexibility
QleanSpace will help you transform your existing
pharmacy environment into a fully compliant USP
797/800 and/or NAPRA certified cleanroom. QleanAir
Scandinavia’s team of professionals also work with
you to design, deliver, install, and maintain your new
cleanroom.
Our products use inorganic and nonporous materials
to increase cleanliness and safety glass for visibility
into work areas. We offer continuous monitoring
of airborne particles, air pressure, temperature, and
humidity along with data recording and alarms.
Relocatability
QleanSpace can be made smaller/larger and
reconstructed at a new space.
Affordability
QleanSpace rooms are cost effective and can be
rented or purchased to meet your financial needs.
“Pay for what you need now and expand later when
future needs change”. We take the guesswork out of
affordability and function.
Compliance to Regulatory
QleanSpace has a successful track record in
certification regarding USP 797 regulatory standards.
With our “no risk and full liability guarantee”, we
ensure the quality of our cleanroom's performance.
Additionally, we offer biannual performance audits
to service, maintain, and document the cleanroom's
performance giving you the piece of mind you require
for patient and healthcare worker safety.

Cell: 905-330-0458

Email: cathy@oncosolutions.ca

QleanAir Scandinavia is a Swedish company that develops, designs, and provides solutions for clean and controlled environments. Our commitment to quality
and service is, and always will be, a key component of our business. We will never compromise on delivering state of the art solutions that provide the highest
possible quality. And we will back the quality of our products with a same level of commitment to service, using our lifetime product guarantees as a baseline.
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